Insights on Environmental Policy and Social Justice

Spring 2019 Advocacy Mentor Circle: Jessica Koski
Climate Policy Associate • Stockholm Environment Institute

Want to channel your graduate school experience into an effective campaign for societal change? Jessica Koski will share her experience navigating the science-policy continuum and bridging research, teaching, and community organizing. After completing her PhD in sociology at Northwestern, Dr. Koski joined the Sierra Club's Beyond Coal Campaign as an organizer, fighting to retire one of the dirtiest U.S. coal plants. She's now a Mellon/ACLS Public Fellow and Climate Policy Associate at the Stockholm Environment Institute. Her current work focuses on how to equitably phase out fossil fuel extraction. Dr. Koski will be joining us online from Seattle, WA, and is excited to meet you and answer your questions during this interactive workshop!

Tuesday, May 14th • 9:30-11am
TGS Commons